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If you have found our articles interesting and rewarding, please help and support your foundation. We
donate our work! We receive no financial support
from any organizations, relying entirely on your contributions. Even though we are a volunteer organization we still have expenses such as maintaining our
website, scanning, etc. We need your support.

he Roaring Twenties were a boom time for California citrus growers. During the decade, grower
returns averaged $2.99 per box (roughly the
equivalent of $40.42 in 2013 dollars). One acre of 20’ x
20’ trees contained approximately 100 trees, with each
one yielding seven boxes of fruit. Therefore, returns on
10 acres would have been $20,930, which would translate
to a whopping $282,940 today.

Buy our books, crate labels, make a cash contribution…or give your crate labels, books and/or citrus
memorabilia to Citrus Roots Foundation. You will save
FEDERAL and CA taxes to the fullest extent allowed.

Our website is a reference center

www.citrusroots.com

Our “Mission” is to elevate the awareness of California citrus heritage through
publications, education and artistic work.
We are proud of our accomplishments as a volunteer
organization, which means each donated dollar works
for you at 100% [for we have no salaries, wages, rent,
etc.]. All donations are deductible to the fullest extent
allowed for state income tax purposes.
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What to do with all of that profit? Growers invested heavily in vehicles – a truck for the grove, perhaps
a tank truck for smudge oil and/or water, a tractor and
one or two family cars. By the early 1930s, the 13,000
members of the Exchange each averaged 3.5 motor vehicles, which totaled 45,500 for the industry as a whole.
At a time when vehicle ownership still was considered
a luxury, it is very likely that California citrus growers
owned more cars and trucks than any other occupational category.
Let’s take a look back at some of the classic cars
that might have been bought with California citrus
dollars. ●

Amounts shown in parentheses are the 2013 cost equivalents for the original prices based on the Consumer Price Index calculator
(as of July 31, 2013) from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1925 - $3,185 ($42,514)

1924 - $640 ($8,743)

1924 - $685 ($9,358)

1923 - $2,485 ($33,947)
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The romance with the orange is compelling.
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1921 - $1,3
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1927 - $1,37
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Keeping citrus heritage alive in the minds of those living in California through publications, educational exhibits and artistic works
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Baldy View

The Pomona Progress wrote that for the 1924-25 season, growers received a return of 25 percent based on their
invested capital in citrus. The following season, they received an 18 percent return. These were golden returns that
gave growers the ability to purchase their motor vehicles and tractors.
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